Bandwidths and offsets are important components in vehicle traffic control strategies. This article proposes new methods for quantifying and selecting them. Bandwidth is the amount of green time available for vehicles to travel through adjacent intersections without the requirement to stop at the second traffic light. The offset is the difference between the starting-time of "green" periods at two adjacent intersections, along a given route. The core ideas in this article were developed during the 2013 Maths and Industry Study Group in Brisbane, Australia. Analytical expressions for computing bandwidth, as a function of offset, are developed. An optimisation model, for selecting offsets across an arterial, is proposed. Arterial roads were focussed upon, as bandwidth and offset have a greater impact on these types of road as opposed to a full traffic network. A generic optimisation-simulation approach is also
Introduction
Traffic signalisation is a regulated mechanism to control the movement of large numbers of vehicles on road and rail networks. Traffic signals are positioned at road or rail intersections to stop collisions (i.e., conflicting traffic movements) from occurring on intersecting paths; otherwise they are used to separate and M79 improve (i.e., smooth) the flow of vehicles. Pfeifeng et al. [16] stated that the idea of coordinating traffic signals is to keep traffic progressing in a platoon, minimizing delays or stops throughout the signal system. They similarly report that "Coordinated signal systems operate most efficiently when traffic volumes between adjacent intersections are heavy and signalized intersections are in proximity to each other". Traffic detectors are used to measure flows but they do not measure demand [10] .
There are two main approaches for controlling traffic with signals, namely reactive and proactive. Reactive approaches change signals timings as a consequence of changes in traffic conditions. However, a proactive approach predicts what is likely to occur and changes the timings beforehand. In the context of roads, signal control strategies are manifested as cycle times (denoted as c i ), phase splits (denoted as p i,j ), and offsets (denoted as o i,j,i ,j ), where the indices i and i refer to intersections, while the indices j and j refer to particular phases at intersections i and i , respectively. A general offset may also be imposed at each intersection and is denoted simply as o i .
These control strategies are either fixed or variable (i.e., adaptive). Their selection is typically dependent on current or perceived traffic volumes and conditions (such as time of day, weather, and accidents). Each intersection has different phases of traffic flow. Each phase is associated with the movement of traffic through the intersection from a specific direction (i.e., a green period). The time to perform "green" periods for all the phases at an intersection is the cycle time. Each phase has a cycle of red, green and yellow lighting time that is repeated. The time for each of these periods is not necessarily the same; this is dictated by the phase split. The magnitude of the splits dictates the flow of traffic in specific directions. In addition there may be a different number and ordering of phases at each intersection. Offsets are a measure of the "time" difference of the beginning of successive "green" periods between adjacent intersection phases and along a given (common) route. In other words two phases have a common offset if traffic passes through each intersection in the same direction. Figure 1 illustrates this information. The choice of signalisation parameters is difficult because road networks are time-varying and stochastic. In other words, the volume of traffic is constantly changing throughout each and every day and is not easily predicted. Optimisation of these parameters is also difficult because the decision problem is not well defined, is not deterministic, and is computationally intractable. Furthermore there are a variety of system performance metrics (i.e., key performance indicators); these are not easily computed and the best one is arguable and situation/client dependent.
Simulation is the dominant and primary tool for evaluating alternative signal timings (i.e., solutions). Macroscopic simulators are based on fluid dynamics, since they consider traffic flow as a continuous fluid. The second paradigm is the one that includes microscopic simulators. For them, traffic is considered as a collection of discrete particles following some rules about their interaction. Sanchez et al. [18] reported that macroscopic simulators cannot model the discrete dynamics that arises from the interaction among individual vehicles.
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Section 2 provides a review of the literature on traffic control and optimisation. In Section 3 we propose an analytical approach for quantifying bandwidths and develop alternative metrics for measuring signal timing efficiency and approximating driver dissatisfaction. Section 4 presents a generic optimisation approach as a means of optimising offsets. Table 1 summarises recent research in this field. This is not a comprehensive list of all work that has been done. However, it is indicative of current trends and directions. The dashes ("−") signify undefined, unknown or irrelevant information. A description of the headings in this table is as follows.
Research trends

sys.
System, computerised platform, gui alg.
Algorithmic approach, i.e., customised approach sim.
Simulation model from one of des, petri, statistical, cell transmission model (ctm), cellular automata (ca), other opt str.
Optimisation strategy. Includes meta-heuristic global optimisation approaches such as evolutionary algorithm (ea), genetic algorithm (ga), simulated annealing (sa), tabu search (ts), hybrid and constructive heuristics (ch). Also includes mathematical programming techniques such as mixed integer linear (milp). ctrl str. Proactive (predictive), reactive, analytical, off-line, on-line, static (i.e., deterministic), graph theoretic, etc.
The articles in Table 1 are now discussed.
Wey [22] developed an approach for network traffic signal optimisation. The problem was formulated as a mixed integer model. As the model has the form of a linear multi-commodity network flow problem, a modified network simplex algorithm and a branch and bound approach were used to solve the model. 
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Mirchandani and Head [13] reported details of their real-time traffic-adaptive signal control system, called rhodes (development over six years). This system has a variety of components. One component named predict is used to predict future arrivals at intersections. It utilises detectors upstream of intersections and the current signal timings. A dynamic programming algorithm (cop) is used at the lowest level of rhodes for signal-timing optimisation at intersections (i.e., intersection control logic). A component called realband optimises the movement of observed platoons in the subnetwork and attempts to form progression bands. These decisions are input as constraints in cop. A simulation testing procedure/model called corsim was used to evaluate rhodes.
Di Febbraro et al. [7] developed timed petri net models for the simulation of urban traffic systems regulated by signalised intersections. Elementary structural components were developed for intersections and road stretches and these can be replicated to create a full traffic network. Offsets can be embedded within the structure of the petri net model. However, no implementation details were provided and there was no realistic (full scale) case study and application of the proposed simulation strategy.
Nagatani [14] investigated vehicle movements through an infinite set of green wave lights on a single lane roadway. Cycle times and offsets were altered and the results (i.e., patterns) were analysed. Some analytical expressions were developed to describe arrival times, tour times, etc.
Sanchez et al. [18] considered the optimisation of traffic light cycles and proposed a Genetic algorithm (ga) technique with a micro simulator. The article provides a good description of the state of the art in the early 2000s, and those articles published at that time. The ga approach uses a chromosome solution representation (binary gray encoding) and is quite basic. For instance it uses standard crossover operators, mutation and algorithm parameter control. The article provides two minor case studies.
Rohde and Friedrich [17] applied a cell transmission model (ctm) and an offset optimisation approach (ga). These were embedded in a gui and M84 were shown to be successful. The software includes four main components: Net-Editor, Traffic Signal-Editor, ctm-Control and Offset Optimizer and Output Visualization. The ctm determines queuing like statistics. The overall delay in the network was the chosen objective. The ga approach was quite conventional and did not provide any innovation. The proposed optimisation approach was applied to a German arterial road case study. The objective of the offset optimization was to improve northbound traffic flow towards the city centre in the morning peak hour. The optimized offsets and fixed time control programs provided a reduction in travel times in the test area of 19%, whereas aimsun (see the list of software) estimated 28%. The difference was attributed to difficulties in optimizing offsets between fixed time and actuated traffic controlled intersections. Hence further research was reported as necessary to model traffic actuated control with the ctm.
Peifeng et al. [16] developed an arterial coordination model and a network coordination model to obtain the best signal timing solutions for traffic handling on arterials and street networks. The main objective of the approaches was to provide the maximum bandwidth progression by adjusting the offset and phase sequence patterns for each signalized intersection. The model used average/static values for parameters (i.e., volumes and capacities) and did not address variability. The solution of the models (i.e., solution approach and software) was not commented upon and the numerical investigations were quite minimal and inconsequential. Simulation was not utilised in this approach.
Johnston and Suter [10] provided a thorough explanation of road control and signalisation issues. They applied a Genetic algorithm and clustering techniques. A Brisbane road was analysed in their case study. Microsoft Excel was heavily utilised for calculations. The software Transyt-7f was also used for verification. Implementation and other technical details of the solution approach were not explained in this article.
Gentili and Mirchandani [8] considered where (and how many) sensors should be placed in order to observe and estimate accurately the traffic flows on road M85 networks. Ten mathematical models were considered and/or developed and a number of theorems were proposed. Open research and future directions were commented upon. A problem categorisation was also made.
Kohler and Strehler [11] consider the application and combination of static and dynamic models for traffic control and optimisation. A cyclically timeexpanded network was proposed as a traffic flow model that simultaneously optimises traffic assignment and signal coordination with exact mathematical programming techniques. vissim and matsim simulation software was used for validation.
Coensel et al. [6] considered the effects of synchronized traffic lights on emissions and performed a computational study. The traffic intensity and green split were found to have the largest influence on emissions, while the cycle time did not have a significant influence on emissions. Coensel et al. provided significant details about recent research and is quite comprehensive.
Traffic control and planning software are summarised below.
TRANSYT (Traffic Network Study Tool)
Used for designing, modelling and coordination of traffic signals, ranging from individual isolated junctions to large complex networks. It can quickly asses individual junction performance and produces optimum fixed-time co-ordinated traffic signal timings in any network of roads for which traffic flows are known. Our investigation of recent papers revealed the following.
1. Genetic algorithms are very popular. Other meta-heuristics seem not to have been applied. Evolutionary approaches [3, 4] , which are superior to ga, have not been applied either.
2. There are few full scale systems developed from academic research; rhodes is the exception.
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is, matter of personal preference and not scientific reasoning.
5. Analytical approaches feature quite regularly but simulation (coupled with an optimisation strategy) is most prominent.
Bandwidths
Introduction
Bandwidth [16] is commonly defined as the amount of green time available for vehicles to travel between two intersections at a specified speed. It is useful to quantify these bandwidths for every pair of adjacent intersections.
A differentiation between bandwidth in each direction is also necessary. We carry out an analysis that performs separate "pair-wise" calculations in this section.
Let g i,j be the duration of the green phase for phase j at intersection i. Letting p i,j be the percentage split, then g i,j = c i × p i,j . Let st i,j be the time that the first green phase starts for phase j at intersection i, relative to the offset o i of the intersections cycle. Similarly denote et i,j as the time that the first green phase ends for phase j at intersection i, relative to the offset o i of the intersection cycle. Therefore,
In equation (2) a i,j is the duration of the amber phase, and µ i,j is the duration of a safety buffer, separating phases, whereby no traffic is moving. In this article we assume that phase one occurs first, then phase two, and so on. For the nth occurrence of phase j; Figure 2 : The comparative position of green periods at two adjacent intersections.
Bandwidth occurs between green phases at adjacent intersections. This is then a comparison of two general time intervals, each starting and ending at computable times. Figure 2 illustrates (for a fixed green period at intersection 1) all the possible scenarios for which bandwidths may be quantified. The x-axis is referring to durations of time. Depending on the travel time between the intersections, different bandwidth times are obtained, and may even be zero. Table 2 exactly quantifies the thirteen cases. However, upon closer scrutiny, cases which result in a non-zero bandwidth are quantified more simply by the four universal cases shown in Figure 3 .
The four reduced cases are as follows.
Case A: Bandwidth determined by start time at intersection 1 and end time at intersection 1, that is,
Case B: Bandwidth determined by start time at intersection 1 and end time at intersection 2, that is,
Case C: Bandwidth determined by start time at intersection 2 and end time at intersection 1, that is, The travel time between intersections is denoted by θ i,i . In Figure 3 , et = et i ,j and st = st i ,j .
Quantification of bandwidth and pair-wise analysis
An expression is derived for the bandwidth band i,j,i ,j between the green phases j and j of intersections i and i , respectively. We assume that both intersections have the same cycle time c. Otherwise the bandwidth would not be constant over time in the general case because the starting points of the green phases of j and j of intersections i and i would permanently shift against each other. In other words, the bands given in Figure 3 would not necessarily be the only bands of uninterrupted traffic flow through the two intersections i and i . However, under the assumption of a common cycle time c, the bandwidth is a well defined function of M90
• the offsets o i,j,i ,j = st i ,j − st i,j of the intersections,
• the travel time θ i,i between the intersections,
• the lengths g i,j and g i ,j of the green phases of the intersections, and
• the common cycle time c.
Trivially, the common cycle time c is an upper bound on the bandwidth function, that is,
and the bandwidth function attains the value c if and only if g i,j = g i ,j = c . The only other case where the bandwidth is constant that does not depend on the offset is the case where max (g i,j , g i ,j ) = c , but min (g i,j , g i ,j ) < c , and here we have
It remains to discuss the case g i,j , g i ,j < c , that is, the case where the bandwidth is a (non-constant) function of the offset. Let us start, by considering the situation where both intersections share the same location, where, unrealistically, the travel time between the intersections is θ i,i = 0 , and, additionally, where the length of the green phase of intersection i is greater or equal the length of the green phase at intersection i , that is,
If there is no offset between the intersections, that is, o i,j,i ,j = 0 , then we have the situation of Figure 4a , where the band is indicated as a shaded area and the bandwidth is equal to g i ,j . Introducing an offset o i,j,i ,j > 0 leads to the situation in Figure 4b . As long as the offset is small enough such that et i ,j does not exceed et i,j , the bandwidth remains on the level g i ,j .
When o i,j,i ,j increases beyond the point where et i ,j = et i,j (as in Figure 4b ), the bandwidth decreases by one minute for each minute that the offset ∆ increases. With increasing o i,j,i ,j , this process continues either until the green phases of the two intersections no longer overlap and the bandwidth has M91 reached a minimum of b min = 0 (Figure 4c) , provided that g i,j + g i ,j > c . When et i ,j = c , the green phase of intersection i begins to overlap with the green phase of intersection i that belongs to the next cycle (Figure 4d ). In this latter case the bandwidth reaches a minimum of b min = g i,j + g i ,j − c .
In both cases once the minimum is attained, we can increase the offset o i,j,i ,j further by |g i,j + g i ,j − c| units of time without any change in the bandwidth.
(In the former case this period of constant minimal bandwidth lasts from st i ,j = et i,j until et i ,j = c , while in the latter case this period lasts from
Beyond these points, the bandwidth starts to increase at a rate of one minute per each minute that the offset o i,j,i ,j increases, until o i,j,i ,j = c , when the maximum bandwidth is attained as in the beginning of our analysis and the situation repeats itself with the start of a new cycle.
This setting (where we assume θ i,i = 0 and g i,j g i ,j for the moment) yields the bandwidth function depicted in Figure 4e . More precisely, it follows from our analysis that the bandwidth as a function of the offset is described by the following parameters:
So far we have considered the case g i,j g i ,j . For g i,j < g i ,j the general shape of the bandwidth function does not change. Moreover, a line of argument analogous to our analysis above that, except the maximum bandwidth, which is now b max = g i,j , our statements about the parameters that describe the shape of the bandwidth function remain true (the other three formulas are symmetric in g i,j and g i ,j ). However, the bandwidth function for g i,j < g i ,j differs from the case g i,j g i ,j since it starts to decline immediately once we introduce an offset o i,j,i ,j > 0 because the length of the interval in which the green phases of intersections i and i overlap decreases once we start moving the green phase of intersection i to the right along the time axis. This line 
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of reasoning leads to the insight that the bandwidth function for g i,j < g i ,j is obtained by shifting the function for g i,j g i ,j by l max units to the left.
To summarize, the bandwidth as a function of the offset is described by the parameters
Since, in the intervals where the bandwidth increases or decreases, the function has the slopes 1 and −1, respectively, we also have,
For g i,j g i ,j the maximum is first attained at o i,j,i ,j = 0 . For g i,j < g i ,j the maximum is first attained at o i,j,i ,j = −l max = − |g i,j − g i ,j |. Considering the cyclical nature of the problem, where
this completes the description of the bandwidth function.
The last aspect we have to consider before an explicit expression for band i,j,i ,j is defined when intersections i and i are not located at the same place, that is, when it takes vehicles a time θ i,i > 0 to travel from i to i . This means that all vehicles arrive at the second intersection θ i,i units of time later than in the setting considered so far and is therefore equivalent, from the perspective of a vehicle that has to pass through both intersections, to starting the green phase of the second intersection θ i,i units of time earlier. In other words, our results above remain valid for the case θ i,i > 0 if we apply the corrected offset
On the basis of equations (5) to (9), an explicit description of the bandwidth function is defined. Taking into account the offset between the green phases of the intersections, the travel time between the intersections, and the additional M94 shift of the bandwidth function that occurs iff g i,j < g i ,j , we define the total offset
(10) Due to the cyclical nature of the problem bandwidth function is mapped on itself when shifted by the common cycle time c. This implies that it suffices to give the values of the bandwidth function only for ∆ ∈ [0, c). We now state the bandwidth as a function of the (corrected) offset (cf. Figure 4e) ,
Using equation (10) and rearranging some terms yields the following expression for the bandwidth function in terms of the (original) offset o i,j,i ,j ,
Finally,
Hence the bandwidth function for travel in the opposite direction, from intersection i to intersection i, results from the original bandwidth function by applying the offset
3.3 Beyond pair-wise analysis Section 3.2 shows the bandwidth between adjacent intersections as a function of the intersection offsets. For an overall optimization, we require a model that seeks to maximise the bandwidth of all sections of road, which occur between adjacent intersections. The proposed preliminary model is as follows:
Subject to
Where
• band i,j,i ,j is the bandwidth for travel between intersection i (phase j) and intersection i (phase j ),
• β i,i is the bandwidth priority, for travel between intersection i and i , and
• Ψ is a function to compute the bandwidth.
This model has a considerable number of decision variables. In some circumstances (e.g., for arterial roads) the number is reduced by replacing the comparative offset o i,j,i ,j with an individual offset o i for each intersection. In this model constraint (17) has been added to ensure that the chosen offset lies within a given tolerance of the theoretical values o analytical i,j,i ,j which have been predetermined using alternative mathematical or empirical analysis. The model requires a function for the bandwidth (i.e., in terms of number of cars or time) and is ready for adaptation and additional technical constraints that may be imposed by the relevant traffic authority. The model's objective function is weighted bandwidth. The model attempts to balance the bandwidth over all sections of road, in each travel direction and for each phase. This approach is conceptually similar to a successful railway capacity analysis approach by Burdett and Kozan [5] . To see why this model is valid, consider the simplest scenario consisting of two adjacent sections of road and three intersections. Let these intersections be labelled i, i + 1 and i + 2. To optimise the bandwidth for travel between intersection i and i + 1, suitable offsets must be chosen for intersection i and i + 1. Similarly to optimise the bandwidth for travel between intersection i + 1 and i + 2, suitable offsets must be chosen for intersection i + 1 and i + 2. In order to optimise the bandwidth for both sections of road, the offset at intersection i + 1 is critical M97 as it is associated with travel on two different sections of road. To choose this value without considering both sections of road will not result in an optimal solution. The proposed model handles the inherent complexities caused by these overlapping, and conceptually provides the best trade-off solution across the entire network (or arterial). Further implementation and testing is needed.
A general optimisation and refinement approach
In this section an alternative optimisation approach is proposed. This approach is different to the aforementioned bandwidth approach. It can be used to solve that problem, but the intention is solve more generic and comprehensive traffic control problems, that is, those that also involve cycle times and percentage splits, and any other decisions. This general approach is proposed to refine a current non-optimal starting solution and to find the optimal traffic signal timings. Our approach is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimisation strategy 1. Construct a starting solution using an analytical model for "pair-wise intersections". 2. Evaluate starting solution using simulation 3. Begin optimisation routine (a) Refine solution or population of solutions according to the selected optimisation technique (b) Evaluate refinement(s) via separate simulations (c) Compare candidate solutions and discard solutions that are "not promising" (d) Repeat until convergence criteria or time limit is met. 4. Submit solution for verification and implementation.
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For the simulation we recommend the use of a fast approach that can be run within a fraction of a second or at most one to two seconds allowing multiple simulation runs. Multiple runs allows for the collection of more accurate statistics and quantifies the stochastic fluctuation between individual runs. Cellular automata was suggested during the Maths and Industry Study Group (misg) as a good simulation approach. A review of the literature has since uncovered many alternative approaches of this sort [2, 20, 19, 21 -2010] . This optimisation approach is proposed because it can handle most "real-life" complexities. This is done via simulation. For example, stochastic travel times, different driving styles and habits, and road conditions. Other approaches are unable to model real life as accurately and hence are not able to accurately measure the "real" performance of specified signal timings. Simpler approaches are definitely useful and may provide useful solutions, but if the best solution is required, then the aforementioned approach will obtain it, provided that an appropriate simulator is used.
Numerous metrics can be used in this optimisation approach. However, the choice for practitioners is not trivial due to political and psychological aspects. We suggest the following metrics:
Minimise Z 
• k is the index for vehicles k = 1, . . . , K .
• l, l are the location indices.
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• r is the index for routes.
• Φ is the set of routes. Φ = {r = (l, l ) | l, l ∈ L}. The origin and destination locations points on each route are the input and output (io) points of the road system.
• pstop r,k is the percentage number of stops for vehicle k on route r.
• pstop avg r is the average percentage number of stops on route r.
• nstop r,k is the number of stops for vehicle k travelling along route r.
• D r is the distance travelled on route r.
• T min r is the minimum (unobstructed) time to travel on route r that is, between io points.
• ω r is the priority weight for route r.
The four metrics are as follows:
• Z 1 minimises weighted average delays across the network, which is a measure for travel time;
• Z 2 , Z 3 minimises weighted stops, which is a measure of driver dissatisfaction and fuel consumption;
• Z 4 maximises the weighted distance between stops, which is a measure for "green flow" perception.
The purpose of the first criterion is to reduce the travelling time of all drivers in the network. This metric 'in theory' ensures that the delays experienced by drivers are minimal and throughput in the network is maximal. However, it has come to light via conversations with industry professionals (i.e., traffic signal engineers) that this metric is not always suitable. There are additional factors that need to be included that affect the quality of the signal timings and affect drivers perception of the systems efficiency. The first metric provides solutions that drivers often perceive as poor because it does not address the inconvenience of stopping at lights. The other metrics attempt to minimise M100 this inconvenience and the resulting dissatisfaction. For example, drivers are perceived to be happier when there are fewer stops and the distance between stops is greater.
The following equations and constraints are necessary for the optimisation and to evaluate the aforementioned metrics, 
Where
• N is the number of intersections,
• i is the index for intersections, i = 1, . . . , N ,
• K r is the number of vehicles on route r, which is equivalent to flow,
• T avg r is the average time to travel on route r,
is a "locally" optimal value of the offset, determined from the analytical approach,
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• o i,j,i ,j is the offset between (i, j) and (i , j ),
• ε is the predefined tolerance for the offset (in seconds),
• nint r is the number of intersections along route r,
• τ r is the tolerance for either the number or percentage number of stops on route r,
• λ r,k is the list of intersections where car k stops on route r, λ r,k = (u 1 , u 2 , . . .),
•c is the list (vector) of cycle times,c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N ),
•p i is the percentage splits for intersection i,
• m i is the number of phases at intersection i,
• Dist is the function to compute distance between two adjacent intersections, and
• eval represents the simulation procedure.
In some circumstances the priority (i.e., penalty) weighting is regarded as the flow, that is, ω r ≡ flow r . The offsets are restricted to be close to the analytical values because those values are optimal when the rest of the road network is ignored. Hence intuitively it would be appealing for those values to be selected if possible. However, what is meant by close is subjective.
For some values of ε it may be impossible to satisfy equation (28) across all intersections, and hence larger values of ε should be trialled first. This tolerance is defined as a universal value but may also be allowed to differ for each intersection, that is, replace with ε i instead.
Some comments are now made about optimisation techniques. Many are available but Evolutionary and Simulated Annealing are well known, and are implemented relatively easily. They give good performance with standard control parameters.
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Optimisation problems with real value decision variables (like this one) have been efficiently solved using Differential Evolutionary Algorithms (dea). The main idea behind dea is the following perturbation operator that creates a new solution,
Where a, b, and c are three arbitrarily selected population members and F is a real number, typically between 0.1 and 1.2. This approach utilises "noise" and "diversity" within the population to create superior solutions. Superior solutions created by the aforementioned operator are kept while inferior solutions are rejected.
Simulated Annealing (sa) is an efficient optimisation approach as it operates upon (i.e., refines) a single solution. It is for this reason very "fast" computationally. The standard way to refine a real valued decision variable is,
In both algorithms o i can be truncated to the nearest integer value when necessary. Previous sa solutions can also be recorded and then used as in the ea, to more efficiently perturb the current solution. Random perturbations about the analytical value of the offsets should make a good starting point for either sa or dea.
Conclusions
This article focusses on bandwidth quantification as part of a traffic control strategy. We sketched recent research trends, quantified the bandwidth for a pair-wise analysis of green phases at two intersections and outlined a general approach towards optimizing traffic signal times. Further testing is necessary to identify whether the proposed analytical method is operationally feasible, in particular for a reactive approach. The implementation of the proposed general optimisation framework is also necessary and it will require refinement M103 and testing. Provided that a usable simulation tool is available, the time to perform these tasks can be reduced. Otherwise, further development time might be needed to implement a new simulation tool. 
